Lemma 2.1. // (AB U BA) n A /, 0, then there exist e £ EA and f £ Eß such that e < f.
Proof. Let a £ A, b £ B and suppose that ab £ A. Let / £ E" be such that b = bf, and let x = ab, x be an inverse of x, e = fx x. Then e = (fx'x)(fx'x) = fx'(xf)x'x = fx xx'x = fx'x = e, ef = (fx'x)f = fx'ixf) = fx'x = e = fe, so that e < /. Further, x~ xix x) = abx x = aibf)x'x = abifx'x) = xe which together with e = ifx')x implies that e x. x and thus e £ A. The case ba £ A is analogous.
It follows from [2, Theoreme 2] that under the hypothesis of the lemma, for any g £ E", we have M, O EA = M n EA as partially ordered sets. We thus introduce the following notation:
A < B means that for some (and thus any) / £ E", M, O EA /L 05, A "£. B means that for some (and thus any) / £ E", the poset M, C\ EA has a greatest element, to be denoted by /.
The relations < and ^ are defined on the set A of all regular D-classes of S. It follows from the definition that both < and ■<. are reflexive and that < is also transitive. Then e~b = bj£ A and this element is independent of the choice of e £ R,, f £ L,.
Proof. Recall that e~ is the greatest element of Mg C\ EA. To prove the first statement, by symmetry, it suffices to show that bf = ëbf £ A.
Since b X. f and i_ is a right congruence, we obtain bf Jl // = / so bf £ A.
Let g be an idempotent such that g 7 bf; then bf = g(bf) and g = (bf)u tot some u £ S. Consequently, (ge)2 = (bju)e(bju)e = bju(eb)jue = (bju)2e = ge, so ge £ Eç. Further, g = bfu = g(eb)fu implies that ge J\ g, so ge J\ bf. Since bf £ A, it follows that ge £ A. Thus ge £ EA and ge = bfue = (eb)fue = ege implies that ge < e. But then ge < ê and we obtain bf = g (bj) = g(eb)J = (ge) bf = ? (ge) bf = -ëbf.
The second statement of the lemma follows from the first since there is no connection between e and /. Recall that an (ideal) extension V of a semigroup S is dense if the equality relation on V is the only congruence on V whose restriction to S is the equality on S (see, e.g., [3] ). Also recall the notation n = (A. , p ). To prove that the extension is dense, we suppose that, for s, t £ S, isXAAaxA) = itXAAaxA), i"XAAsxA) = iaXAAtxA) ia£A).
Then isa, ta), ias, at) £ ker xA ia £ A). Let a £ A and suppose as 5\ a. For e £ Es such that e 3\ a, we get ea = a and e % as so that e Â eias). Since ias, at) £ ketixA77p), it follows that eas = eat and hence as = at. Symmetrically, at Ä a implies as = at. Dually, either of the relations sa X a, ta X. a implies sa = ta. But then is, t) £ ker xA which proves that sxA = IXa> which by [3, 3.7] implies that SxA is a dense extension of F.
The conclusion of 2.12 fails for all but one D-class of a simple but not bisimple regular co-semigroup S (again by a straightforward computation using the representation in [5] Proof. This follows from [14, Proposition 2] and 2.12. It A <B, then 2.5 implies that r¡BA satisfies (y) which by 2.14 yields ByA Ç (1) and (2) shows that Xs (a; i, a) = X-(a; i, a). Consequently, Xs = X-and a symmetric proof shows that also ps = pj, so that syD = 77-. It is easy to see that for (g; f, v) £ TD, letting s = r^gqv, we obtain sXd = »Tj = ^(g.j,vy Therefore, xD maps D onto n(TD)\770.
Note that in the proof of necessity it is enough to assume that D-yD Ç Il(TD)\n0. = n(TD).
Recall that a semigroup S is said to be completely semisimple if each principal factor of S is completely (0-)simple. Further, e > axysaa and e > ayxuxya which by the hypothesis yields axysaa' = ayxuxya . Consequently, axy = axysaxy = (axysaa ) (axy) = (ayxuxya ) (axy) £ ayxS and, dually, ayx £ axyS. Hence axy 7 ayx which shows that S/7 is a left normal band.
The statements concerning X. are established in an analogous manner.
(b) =^ (c). Since H = X. O J\, we have that M is a congruence and that S/K is a subdirect product of the right normal band S/X. and the left normal band S/7.
Hence we may consider S/K as a subsemigroup of iS/X.) x (S/7) and obtain (a x, a 2)ix v x 2)iy x, y 2)ia x, a A = ia yX xy xa v a 2x 2y 2a 2) = («j yj Xj «j, a2y2x2a2) = (zZj, a2)iyx, y2)ixj, x2)(«j, z?2).
Thus S/fi is a normal band.
(c) =$> (d). First let ß be a normal band, let a, b, c £ B with a < b. Then zzc = (ab) c = a(bc)c = (zzcKèc) and similarly ac = (bc)(ac) so that <zc < be. Next let s -> s be the canonical homomorphism of S onto ß = S/K, let e, f, g £ Es,
and suppose that e < /. Then e' < f' and hence eg < /'g' so that (eg)' < (/g)'.
Consequently, Proof. We will prove only the unbracketed statements, the bracketed statements are treated analogously.
(a) =^> (b). If ab, be ft J (x) and ab 5 be, then abc ß <aé> and thus abc fi J(x). It follows that aa, bß, cy,(aa)(bß), (bß)(cy) £ Dah where D , can be considered as the set of all nonzero elements of the principal factor j(ab)/l(ab). By hypothesis, the latter is categorical at zero which implies that (aa) (bß) (cy) £ D , .
By (e) we also have be = (bß)c and thus abc = (aa)(bß)c = (aa)(bß)(cy) £ Dab.
Hence abc JJ ab and 5.2 implies that all ideals of S ate JJ = ß-categorical.
Recall that a partially ordered set P is called a rree if, for any a, b, c £ P, Thus P has no contractions if and only if no two distinct rows and no two distinct columns of P have the corresponding entries simultaneously different from zero. The case of P without contractions may be considered as a weakening of the condition that P be an invertible matrix and also as the opposite extreme of the case in which all entries of P are different from zero.
Recall that a completely 0-simple semigroup T with trivial subgroups is called a rectangular 0-band, and that the congruence induced on an arbitrary semigroup S by a homomorphism cfe of S onto T is called an ¡-matrix congruence where / = Ocp~ (see [7] ). A congruence on a semigroup different from the universal relation is called proper.
The next proposition will be quite useful. Proof. Let o be a congruence on S such that o C D, and let P = Jía)/¡ía) be a principal factor of S. If ¡ia) = 0, then P is the kernel of S and the hypothesis implies that P must be a group, which then trivially implies that o\" C K|p.
Suppose next that ¡ia)4 0. Since P =J(a)\l(a), the restriction o\p* is an equivalence relation on P which can be extended to a congruence r on P by letting the zero of P be r-related only to itself. Hence r is a proper congruence of the completely 0-simple semigroup P which by 6.2 implies that r is contained in the H equivalence on P. Since the restriction of the H equivalence on S to P coincides with the restriction to P of the K equivalence on P, and P is an arbitrary principal factor of S, it follows that o CK, the H equivalence on S.
The converse of 6.4 holds if for every principal factor P of S, every proper congruence on P restricted to P can be extended to a congruence on S contained in D. This occurs in the case we consider next.
Recall that a semigroup S = S is an orthogonal sum of (its sub-) semigroups S , a £ A, if S = \JaeASa, Recall that an ideal 7 of a semigroup S is prime if for any a, b £ S, aSb C 7 implies that either a £ I or b £ I, and that 7 is a matrix ideal if it is both prime and categorical (see [7] where categorical is called quasi-complètement premier). Defining cfe on all of V by vcfe = vcfea if v £ Ta and vcfe = 0 if v £ Q, it follows at once that cfe is a homomorphism of V onto S leaving the latter elementwise fixed. e £ SexeS ^^ f £ SfxfS for all x £ S implies e = /.
Proof. Necessity. Let e, f £ Es and suppose that, for all x £ S, e £ SexeS ■^> f £ SfxfS. Since e e SeeeS, we have / £ SfefS C SeS = /(e) and hence /(/) Ç /(e); by symmetry, we also have /(e) Ç /(/). Letting P = J(e)/I(e), we obtain e, f £ P . Let x £ P and suppose that exe ^ 0 in P. Since P is completely (O-)simple, e = uexev fot some u, v £ P . Consequently, e £ SexeS since u, x, v £ S and the hypothesis implies that / £ SfxfS, that is, /= afxfb for some a, b £ S. It follows that fxf £ P which proves that fxf 4 0 in P. By symmetry, we conclude that, for all x £ P, exe 4 0 <í#> fxf 40 which by 6.2 yields e = /.
Sufficiency. First let P be a completely 0-simple semigroup and suppose that, for e, f £ Ep, we have exe /O <^#> fxf 40 fot all x £ P. If xey ¡¿0, then xe 40 and ey j¿0, so there exists u £ P such that eywxe 40. The hypothesis then implies that fyuxf 40 and thus fy 40 and xf 40 so that xfy 4 0. By symmetry, we conclude that xey ^ 0 «#^ xfy 4 0 for all x, y £ P.
Now let P be a principal factor of 5, let e, f £ Ep* and suppose that, for all x £ P, exe 40 -^^ fxf 40. Suppose next that e £ SeyeS tot some y £ S. Then e = aeyeb fot some a, b £ S and hence ea, yebe £ P and (ea)e(yebe) 4 0 in P.
By the above, (ea)f(yebe) 4 0 in P. Since eafy, be £ P, again by the above, (eafy) f(be) 4 0 in P. Consequently f £ P eafyfbeP ÇSfyfS; by symmetry, we conclude that for all y £ S, e £ SeyeS ■#$► / £ SfyfS, which by the hypothesis yields e = /. Therefore P has no contractions.
The next result provides a partial converse of 5.3. Proof, (a) =^> (c). As we have seen in the proof of 3.4, S is a subdirect product of its principal factors, which here by the overall hypothesis have no contractions.
(c) ^> (a). This is a part of 3.4 and holds in any completely semisimple semigroup.
(a) =^> (b). This is a special case of 5.3.
(b) =£► (a). Let e, f, g £ Es and suppose that e >./, e > g, f -D g. Let P = J(f)/I(f) and suppose that fxf 4 0 in P fot some x £ P. Then fexf 4 0 and hence ex £ P . Consequently, ge, ex $ 1(f) and ge £ ex and thus the hypothesis implies that gex fi 1(f) (if 7(/) =0, this is trivially satisfied). Hence in P, gx [August 4. 0, and an analogous argument shows that also xg 4-0. But then gxg ^ 0; by symmetry, we conclude that, for all x £ P, fxf 4-0 ■#^» gxg 4. 0. Since P has no contractions, it follows that /'= g.
The next corollary should be compared with 3.4.
